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• Exotic Media Networks:
Abstract—The highly successful architecture and
supporting protocols of today’s Internet operate poorly
when faced with operating environments characterized by
very long delay paths and frequent network partitions.
These problems are exacerbated by end nodes that have
severe power or memory constraints. Often deployed in
mobile and extreme environments lacking “always-on”
infrastructure, many such networks have their own
specialized protocols, and do not utilize IP. To achieve
interoperability between them, we propose a network
architecture and application interface structured around
optionally-reliable asynchronous message forwarding, with
limited expectations of end-to-end connectivity and node
resources. The architecture operates as an overlay above
the transport layers of the networks it interconnects, and
provides key services such as in-network data storage and
retransmission, interoperable naming, authenticated
forwarding and a coarse-grained class of service.

I. Introduction
The existing TCP/IP based Internet operates on a principle
of providing end-to-end inter-process communication using a
concatenation of potentially dissimilar link-layer technologies. The standardization of the IP protocol and its mapping
into network-specific link-layer data frames at each router as
required supports interoperability using a packet-switched
model of service. Although often not explicitly stated, a number of key assumptions are made regarding the overall performance characteristics of the underlying links in order to
achieve smooth operation: an end-to-end path exists between a
data source and its peer(s), the maximum round-trip time
between any node pairs in the network is not excessive, and the
end-to-end packet drop probability is small. Unfortunately, a
class of so-called challenged networks, which may violate one
or more of the assumptions, are becoming important and may
not be well served by the current end-to-end TCP/IP model.
Challenged networks arise primarily as a result of various
forms of host and router mobility, but may also come into
being as a result of disconnection due to power management or
interference. Examples of such networks include:

•

Terrestrial Mobile Networks: In many cases, these networks may
become unexpectedly partitioned due to node mobility or RF
interference. In other cases, the network may never have an endto-end path and may be expected to be partitioned in a periodic,
predictable manner. For example, imagine a commuter bus acting
as a store and forward message switch with only limited RF communication capability. As it travels from place to place, it provides a form of message switching service to its nearby clients to
communicate with distant parties it will visit in the future.
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Exotic communication media includes
near-Earth satellite communications, very long-distance radio
links (e.g. deep space RF communications with light propagation
delays in the seconds or minutes), communication using acoustic
modulation in air or water, and some free-space optical communications. These systems may be subject to high latencies with predictable interruption (e.g. due to planetary dynamics or the
passing of a scheduled ship), may suffer outage due to environmental conditions (e.g. weather), or may provide a predictablyavailable store-and-forward network service that is only occasionally available (e.g. low-earth orbiting satellites that “pass” by one
or more times each day).

•

Military Ad-Hoc Networks: These systems may be expected to
operate in hostile environments where mobile nodes, environmental factors, or intentional jamming may be cause for disconnection. In addition, data traffic on these networks may have to
compete for bandwidth with other services at higher priority. As
an example, data traffic may have to unexpectedly wait several
seconds or more while high-priority voice traffic is carried on the
same underlying links. Such systems also may also have especially strong infrastructure protection requirements.

•

Sensor and Sensor/Actuator Networks: These networks are frequently characterized by extremely limited end-node power,
memory, and CPU capability. In addition, they are envisioned to
exist at tremendous scale, with possibly thousands or millions of
nodes per network. Communication within these networks is
often scheduled to conserve power, and sets of nodes are frequently named (or addressed) only in aggregate. They are often
interfaced to other networks by way of one or more “proxy” nodes
that provide protocol translation capabilities.

Given the large accumulated experience and number of systems compatible with the TCP/IP protocols, it is natural to
apply the highly successful Internet architectural concepts to
these new or unusual types of networks. While such an application is conceivable, the effects of very significant link delay,
non-existence of end-to-end routing paths, and lack of continuous power or large memory at end nodes present substantial
operational and performance challenges to such an approach.
In an effort to adapt Internet to unusual environments, one
class of appoaches attempts to engineer problem links to
appear more similar to the types of links for which TCP/IP was
designed. In effect, these approaches, which we term linkrepair approaches, “fool” the Internet protocols into believing
they are operating over a comparatively well-performing physical infrastructure. They strive to maintain the end-to-end reliability and fate sharing model of Internet, and generally require
the use of IP in all participating routers and end nodes.
Another common approach to deal with challenged networks is to attach them to the edge of the Internet only by
means of a special proxy agent. This provides access to and
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from challenged networks from the Internet, but does not provide a general way to use such networks for data transit. Without supporting transit, the full capabilities of these networks
will go under utilized. Indeed, supporting transit is often of
particular interest because remotely-deployed conventional
networks (e.g. Intranets) may only be accessible through challenged intermediate networks.
In this paper, we argue that to achieve interoperability
between some networks, especially those engineered for
extreme environments or that often suffer from frequent network partitioning, link-repair approaches alone will not suffice
and network-specific proxies are undesirable. Instead, we suggest a general purpose message-oriented reliable overlay architecture as the appropriate approach to tie together such
networks, forming an “internetwork of challenged internets.”
The approach, which provides the service semantics of asynchronous message delivery, may be used in combination with
TCP/IP where appropriate. Its design is influenced by the
interoperability properties of the classical Internet design, the
robust non-interactive delivery semantics of electronic mail,
and a subset of the classes of service provided by the US Postal
System. These networks have all evolved to become highly
successful communication networks supporting millions of
daily users.

II. Characteristics of Challenged Networks
Qualitatively, challenged internetworks are characterized by
latency, bandwidth limitations, error probability, node longevity, or path stability that are substantially worse than is typical
of today’s Internet. We use the Internet’s performance as a
baseline due to its enormous scale and influence. This section
explores the path properties, network architectures and end
node resources found across the broad range of challenge networks introduced above and how they influence the design of a
network architecture designed to accommodate them.
A. Path and Link Characteristics

High Latency, Low Data Rate: End-to-end path latency represents the sum of one-way delivery delays at each hop and
comprises transmission/processing/propagation time across
each link, plus any queuing delay experienced during forwarding. If we temporarily disregard processing and queuing
delays (we return to queuing delays shortly), the transmission
and propagation delays are directly affected by the underlying
transmission medium. For challenged networks, transmission
rates may be comparatively small (e.g. about 10kbps for underwater acoustic modems and low-power radios in sensor nodes)
and latencies may be comparatively large (to about a second or
two). Finally, data rates may be largely asymmetric (e.g.
remote instruments may have a comparatively large return
channel for relaying data but a small uplink used for device
control). In some extreme cases, no return channel at all may
be available (e.g. communication with some military assets
requiring covert operation such as submarines).1

1. There are also some very extreme examples of long latency and low bit
rates. The NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) continues to monitor Voyager 1, with a round-trip light time of about 23 hours. The US Navy’s
Project ELF utilizes extremely low frequency communications (in the 30300Hz frequency range using 18-24 mile long antennas), achieving a purported bit rate of roughly 1 bit per minute. It is not likely, however, that
such very extreme networks will be practical for internetworking in the
foreseeable future.

For efficient operation over networks with potentially high
latency and low data rates, protocols should be as terse as possible. In particular, the fewest number of round-trip exchanges
necessary to accomplish a protocol transaction should be chosen above “chatty” exchanges. Doing so helps to reduce turnaround time and conserve bandwidth. In addition, dynamic
control functions within protocols (e.g. for sending rate adaptation) should be performed open-loop or hop-by-hop rather than
end-to-end due to the lack of timely end-to-end feedback.
For networks which lack any return channel at all, any form
of reliability will be at best be probabilistic. The most common techniques to deal with such systems include data carousels which periodically transmit copies of data to be sent.
Recent developments in erasure coding [BLMR98] suggest
that data carousels can efficiently utilize such codes so that
receivers can reconstruct the entire message from any sufficient number of fragments, provided they were independently
generated. This technique is especially useful for one-to-many
applications. With respect to network architecture design, such
experience suggests that this alternative form of reliable delivery should be contemplated when considering the mechanisms
required to support an applications’ request for reliable transfer.
Disconnection. In many challenged networks, end-to-end
disconnection may be more common than connection. Generally speaking, disconnection may be broadly categorized as
due to a fault or not. Faults have been studied extensively for
conventional networks, and will not be further considered here.
Non-faulty disconnections arise most frequently in wireless
environments, from primarily two sources: motion and lowduty-cycle system operation. Disconnection due to motion
may be highly predictable (e.g. satellite passes, busses that act
as data routers, etc) or opportunistic (nodes arrive in communication range due to random walk) and may arise due to motion
of either end-nodes, routers, or some other object or signal that
obscures the communication. Disconnection due to low-dutycycle operation is common among low-capability devices (e.g.
sensor networks), and is often predictable. An exceptional
condition requiring immediate attention (event response) can
perturb the otherwise periodic low-duty-cycle operation.
Coping with disconnection requires the routing subsystem
to understand that the lack of reachability between two or more
nodes may be the result of a normal situation, and should not
necessarily be considered an outage due to fault. In addition,
the possibility that such outages may be known ahead of time
with high accuracy suggests the routing system may be able to
pre-schedule the times at which messages should be sent. Such
scheduling could be more easily performed with some type of
priority or class of service indicator on messages.
Long Queuing Times. For multi-hop paths in conventional
packet networks with statistical multiplexing, the queuing time
often dominates the transmission and propagation delays.
Queuing time rarely exceeds a second (typically much less)
and packets are discarded at routers if next-hop neighbors are
not instantaneously reachable. In contrast, for challenged networks where disconnection may be common, the queuing time
could be extremely large by comparison (hours, perhaps days).
This suggests messages must be stored for potentially long
periods of time at routing points, and also suggests that nexthop selection may need to be revoked. That is, messages
should be able to be forwarded to alternative next hops if better
routes are discovered prior to message transmission.
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B. Network Architectures

delivery needs to be delivered to a delegate that remains functional.

Interoperability Considerations In most challenged networks,
the network “architectures” consist primarily of a link and
media-access control protocol, and are not designed with
interoperability (or very large scale) in mind. The reason for
this is that in many cases, merely communicating at all over
some links is still an active area for research, and the desire to
use such links in an internetwork has not yet become a primary
focus. Thus, these networks tend to be comparatively simple
and local in scope, and may fail to provide even the baseline
layering and abstractions that are well-matched for supporting
Internet protocols. Implementations frequently “cut corners”
when targeted for deployment on memory and power-limited
devices, mixing together data from various system functional
blocks into messages that are difficult to dis-aggregate.

Without interoperability considerations, networks designed
for challenged environments may use application-specific
framing formats, limited node addressing and naming capabilities, data packet size restrictions (because an assumed “best”
size may have been chosen for some particular application),
etc. They may also fail to implement reliability, congestion
control, and security. In attempting to interoperate with and
through such networks, a network design must make minimal
assumptions of the underlying protocol stack capabilities, and
yet be sufficiently modular to easily augment them where necessary to establish some baseline functionality.
Security. In challenged networks where communication
media is exotic and possibly oversubscribed, link capacity is a
precious resource and access to the “service” of data forwarding should be protected by some authentication and access control mechanism, at least at critical points in the topology. If
multiple classes of service are available, some mechanism to
enforce an access control matrix to CoS is also likely to be
required.
For delay-tolerant networks with precious link resources, an
end-to-end approach to security is not very attractive, stemming from two issues. First, end-to-end approaches typically
require some end-to-end exchange of challenges or keys,
which would be undesirable for reasons already discussed.
Secondly, it is undesirable to carry unwanted traffic all the way
to its destination before an authentication and access control
check is performed. This problem has been (and remains) a
significant one for the Internet, as can be seen by the rich collection of approaches that attempt to trace problem traffic all
the way back to its source.
C. End System Characteristics

Limited Longevity. In some challenged networks, end
nodes are placed in hostile environments. This is especially
true for sensor networks, military networks, and networks of
devices used by emergency response personnel. In such cases,
network nodes may not be expected to last long, due to environmental dangers or power exhaustion. If such networks also
remain disconnected for long periods of time, it is entirely possible that the round-trip or even one-way delivery time of a
particular message may exceed the sending node’s lifetime.
Clearly, in such cases it is useless to utilize conventional
acknowledgment schemes to help verify delivery. Rather, the
responsibility for reliable delivery should be delegated to some
other party, and any notification of successful or unsuccessful

Low Duty Cycle Operation. When nodes are deployed in
areas lacking power infrastructure, they often run off batteries
(which may be augmented with some charging capability such
as solar cells). Even if charging is available, these systems typically attempt to save power by limiting their duty cycle. In
some cases (e.g. battery powered sensors), duty cycles of well
under 1% are desirable in order to achieve a reasonable longevity of the entire network. Such devices would typically collect
data at some periodic rate, and report it at some (perhaps less
frequent) rate.
For such systems, uptime (and data communication) is generally scheduled ahead of time. As such, it represents a form of
disconnection that affects the operation of routing protocols as
described above (i.e. protocols should understand periodic disconnection). Of course, discovering new nodes that join the
network during an idle period remains a challenge, but several
proposals address this problem, including special-purpose
extremely low power wake-up radios [GZR01] that are able to
monitor communications and wake up a primary radio when
data arrives.
Limited Resources In several of the challenged network
examples above, nodes with limited memory and processing
capability are used. Consider, for example, an instrument with
limited memory tasked with acquiring sensor readings of some
random physical phenomena. It is undesirable to prohibit the
instrument from collecting further samples because its memory
is fully utilized with copies of in-transit data. In addition, the
amount of time the end-nodes will need to keep retransmission
buffers is at least the round-trip-time times the expected number of retransmissions (plus 1), which can be large for high
latency and/or lossy paths. While the node may be able to
implement a powered down mode of operation during this
interval, provided it has nonvolatile storage, doing so considerably complicates the system design, particularly if other asynchronous messages may have to be received or unexpected
physical events of interest occur. This example suggests that if
reliability is to be incorporated into the network design, end
nodes should be provided a way to empty their retransmission
buffers comparatively quickly, and to not necessarily have to
wait for an end-to-end acknowledgment.

III. Can We Use TCP/IP for Challenged
Networks?
The Internet architecture achieves interoperability by mandating the mapping of certain fundamental objects (e.g. IP
packet format, domain names, etc.) onto existing physical networks. Nodes linking two different types of networks must
implement Internet packet forwarding, address mapping, and
usually some Internet-standard routing protocol. The fundamental service provided is fully-connected best-effort unicast
datagram transport, making the mapping relatively straightforward for most continuously-connected packet networks with a
moderate packet size and reasonably small packet drop rate.
Experience has shown that difficulties with the mapping arise
when either the nature of the physical links are changed radically (e.g. wireless or ATM), or the Internet service offering is
enhanced significantly (e.g. IP multicast, network-layer security, and Quality of Service).
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The types of networks falling in the challenged category
presented here are generally those with performance characteristics and network architectures that deviate significantly from
the Internet. The most obvious options available to interconnect such networks include modification or enhancements to
Internet protocols for direct use by challenged networks, or
constructing a set of proxies to form an overlay that somehow
utilizes Internet protocols where appropriate, but also supports
the use of other protocol families more appropriately matched
to challenged environments. The first question to answer is
whether the popular Internet protocols and application interfaces (or modest modifications to them) could be used straightforwardly as the solution. We first examine the operation of
several specific Internet protocols without enhancements, followed by effects of link-repair methods and the use of proxies.

mum value of 255. Although this is now almost universally
treated as a hop count due to the requirement that any forwarding router decrement an IP packet’s TTL by at least one (and a
queuing time of more than one second is essentially unheard
of), in networks where end-to-end path delay could conceivably exceed 255 seconds, a problem of perpetual packet discarding could arise.
Application Layer (Routing): High latency adversely affects
the proper operation of conventional routing protocols, as links
will be incorrectly labeled as non-operating when soft-state
refreshes are delayed too long (RIP, BGP), or a lack of
response to link state “hello” messages (OSPF) is observed.
Disconnection is completely at-odds with these protocols, as
their objective is to compute paths in order to supply the
abstraction of a fully connected graph at any end system.

A. The Internet’s Most Common Protocols

The performance characteristics of challenged networks
contribute to confound the efficient operation of the common
Internet protocols. By the common Internet protocols we mean
the system-oriented protocols: IP, TCP, UDP, BGP, common
IGPs (RIP, OSPF, or EIGRP), DNS and the recently-specified
SCTP, plus the user-oriented applications and supporting protocols: HTTP, various peer-to-peer sharing protocols, SMTP,
POP, IMAP, Microsoft’s Exchange Protocol and FTP. These
protocols provide a wide range of services, including end-toend datagram delivery, reliable two-party stream and message
delivery, regional (aggregated) routing path discovery with
policy, intra-domain path selection, distributed support for
name resolution and data sharing. This section explores the
impact of challenged networks’ performance of several of
these protocols.
Transport Layer (TCP, SCTP,UDP): High latency affects
TCP directly by severely limiting its throughput performance
or interfering with connection establishment [DMT96]. SCTP
is affected at least as badly, because it adopts a TCP-friendly
congestion response behavior and involves a connection establishment phase requiring more round-trip exchanges. Significant path loss also affects the TCP and SCTP transports
strongly, causing them a number of problems. After multiple
loss events they continue retrying with a backed-off retransmission timer until giving up on retransmission altogether and
terminating a connection. Somewhat more moderate losses
will contribute to problems invoking the fast retransmit and
recovery algorithms, even in the presence of selective
acknowledgements.
A less fundamental problem relates to the maximum segment lifetime (MSL). In the original TCP specification
[RFC793], this is taken to be 2 minutes. After such a time, it is
assumed no TCP segment could still exist within the Internet.
Clearly, for networks that may be disconnected for periods of
time, such an assumption could easily be violated.
Network Layer (IP): Although comparatively rare, IP performance can be affected by path loss if fragmentation is
required. IP provides no mechanism for fragment retransmission, thereby causing the overall probability of successful datagram delivery to be further reduced if datagrams are
fragmented [M95]. If comparatively small frame sizes are
used (typical for lossy networks), fragmentation may be more
frequent, causing the loss of fragments to become a larger
problem. In addition, the IP protocol has a time-to-live field,
which nominally is expressed in units of seconds with a maxi-

Application Layer (Others): Any application-layer protocol
using one of the reliable protocols as its underlying transport is
negatively affected as mentioned above (e.g. BGP, DNS zone
transfers, SMTP, etc.). While UDP is not sensitive to excessive latency because it does not contain timers that affect its
operation, core application protocols that require it (DNS queries/responses and SNMP) often do, and may prematurely
abort when faced with excessive delay, triggering failure (or
the lack of ability to use DNS name/address mappings in the
case of address-to-name queries). While application-level timeouts could conceivably be hand-tuned for communicating
with particular challenged networks, this approach is fragile
because in many circumstances the expected query-response
time may exceed a node’s (or application’s) longevity, or the
expected transaction round-trip time cannot be known with any
degree of certainty in advance.
B. Application Development Practice

Developing network-based applications has always been a
more challenging undertaking than developing applications for
local execution. To lessen the burden on the programmer, network access is often “hidden” below some other common
abstraction (e.g. remote procedure calls or method invocation,
remote file system access, etc). These systems are designed
with a certain general understanding of network performance
in mind. Challenged networks stress these assumptions, and
reveal a number of the problems detailed below. While one
cannot fault these systems for not contemplating challenged
networks, in order to operate over such networks, some change
in programming methodology would be needed. These
changes are not extremely radical, and carefully-designed
application libraries could help to minimize the burden on the
programmer.
The four most common problems found with applications
(and application programming libraries) when deployed over
challenged networks are: application-level timeouts mismatched to the actual experienced latency, lack of automatic
failover, a programming style that assumes application process
execution is relatively long compared to transaction duration,
and use of “chatty” application protocols requiring a larger
than necessary number of round-trip request/response protocol
message exchanges. The first three issues can lead to complete
failure, while the last one generally leads to degraded performance.
Timeouts . Application-level timeouts are typically used to
initiate a transaction retry, or to inform a user that some
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requested transaction cannot be completed (in the time provided). For example, web browsers and peer-to-peer agents
will often time out during connection establishment after a
minute or two (or less), awaiting a response from their peers.
These applications make the assumption that a connection
should be able to be established quickly, and that user-initiated
retry is a fallback option on failure.
Lack of Failover. With the important exception of recent
peer-to-peer systems, applications typically contain no automated routing function, so any attempt at failover requires
manual reconfiguration or retry. For the peer-to-peer overlay
systems which do contain routing capabilities, route selection
may be far from optimal at the network layer due to separation
of topology information in the overlay from topology at lower
layers. While this problem is being addressed, most of these
systems are constructed to provide a distributed searching or
storage capability, and are not focused on interoperability or
providing data transit to pairs of communicating parties. A
notable exception is the Resilient Overlay Networks
[ABKM01] project, which does provide a form of message
delivery capability between users, but using an Internet-like
message delivery semantic with fully-connected path abstraction.
Synchronous Programming Style. The assumption that connection establishment and duration will be relatively shortlived compared to the execution time of an application is
implicit in the design of the most common network programming interface— sockets. In particular, the port binding functions provided by the bind() call are only persistent for at
most the duration of the application. In addition, most of the
supporting functions (connect, accept, etc.) are synchronous
calls by default, and similarly persist at most as long as the
application is in execution. While asynchronous primitives or
extensions also exist, they are less frequently used by programmers and do not generally contemplate network transactions
that may last longer than the uptime of the requesting application or host system.
Chatty Application Protocols. When end-to-end round-trip
times are assumed to be small, using multiple client/server
exchanges to establish a communication association presents
few problems. When the client/server round-trip-time is large,
however, end-systems must be concerned with buffering data
for long periods of time and network bandwidth may be inefficiently used. As an example, using FTP will typically require
at least 6 round-trip times: two for TCP connection establishment and tear-down, one for the server to prompt for and
receive a name, one for a password, one to change transfer
mode, and one to request a file put or get operation.
To encourage the development of applications capable of
operating over challenged networks, a combination of developer education and a carefully-constructed network API are
required. A properly-constructed network library would free
the programmer from constructing application level timeouts
by providing applications the ability to be long lived: simple
methods for snapshot, shutdown and restart. It would also
encourage the use of asynchronous messaging semantics by
requiring registration of callbacks to handle incoming messages. Finally, such an interface would easily take advantage
of DTN’s late binding of name tuples (see SectionIV.B.),
allowing a name to be mapped to a different physical destination on failure. Chatty application protocols could still be cre-

ated by programmers, and avoiding them would be a subject of
education regarding application development methods.
C. Use of Proxies and “Protocol Boosters”

To combat the various problems with the Internet protocols
over challenged networks (or to enhance their performance
over subnetworks with special features), several types of innetwork entities have been developed that modify protocol
behavior. Investigations of link repair approaches, primarily
for satellite and terrestrial wireless Internet access via TCP/IP,
have resulted in the development of Performance Enhancing
Proxies (PEPs) [RFC3135] and so-called protocol boosters
[FMS98]. These agents, which actively modify the end-to-end
data stream, in effect “fool” TCP/IP-based end stations into
operating more efficiently over paths involving links with poor
or unusual performance characteristics. They generally operate at the transport or application layers (or some combination
of the two).
These approaches most frequently elicit particular end station behavior by actively modifying the TCP data stream contents or timing relationship. Approaches range from local
connection termination, modification of the TCP ACK stream,
retransmitting lost TCP packets without end-system interaction, and general data stream modification (e.g. compression or
encryption). The approaches differ primarily in their respective levels of transparency. That is, to what extent they modify
end-to-end semantics. Generally, more transparency is preferred to less, with the overall trade-off being between transparency and degree of performance improvement.
Use of PEPs is discouraged (by the IETF) except for particular environments where they are necessary for reasonable performance. This restriction is due to their fragility. In
particular, they may contain state which is necessary for connection operation (thereby violating the Internet fate sharing
principles which suggest connection state should reside only in
end stations), they confound end-to-end diagnostics and reliability by (partially) changing the communicating endpoint,
they significantly increase system complexity if mobility is frequent (due to the need to migrate state when end-nodes move),
many require both directions of data to flow through the PEP,
and thus fail in the face of asymmetric routing. They also pose
a significant challenge for end-to-end security mechanisms
implemented below the transport layer such as
IPSEC[RFC3135]. While protocol boosters are conceived
with the idea that they are entirely transparent to end-protocols,
this assumption limits their overall ability to improve performance when subnet conditions are especially bad (e.g. disconnected).
An alternative to boosters and PEPs involves applicationlayer proxies that provide a specialized Internet-to-special network name mapping and protocol translation. Proxies are generally used at the edge of such special networks, and allow
interoperability with the Internet without requiring IP routers
to exist inside. This approach is important, as there is often
significant reluctance to deploy IP protocols inside these challenged networks due to its overhead and mismatch with the
performance of the physical network links.
The disadvantage of the proxy approach is in its specificity.
Proxies usually use one of two approaches: they respond to a
specialized set of commands, or act merely as raw data connectors. The first approach limits the ability to re-use the proxies
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for different networks; the second method fails to take advantage of any special resources the proxy node may have to offer
(such as memory or processing capabilities), and requires
applications communicating with the proxy to employ specialized code on a per-network basis. It would be generally more
attractive to standardize on a set of proxy-based services which
provide I/O to and through the challenged network using a
common set of methods.
D. Can We Use Electronic Mail?

Electronic mail, an asynchronous type of message delivery
system, comes close to addressing the problems posed by the
need for delay tolerance and flexible name/addressing semantics, and had operated over a rich set of network technologies
(especially prior to the widespread use of the Internet). Email
falls short most fundamentally due to its lack of dynamic routing and weakly-defined delivery semantics. Email generally,
and the Internet’s SMTP protocol particularly, makes use of a
statically-defined set of mail exchanger pointers that provide a
limited method for using alternative mail drops to deliver mail.
Furthermore, the mail architecture as currently conceived does
not accommodate a set of dynamically-discovered intermediate
mail redistribution points (message routers). Thus, if an especially lossy path (or no path) exists between a sender’s SMTP
agent and a receivers mail spool, TCP will be unable to make
any significant progress in delivering e-mail toward its destination.
Another particular problem with the SMTP protocol is its
startup sequence; it is a chatty protocol. At the beginning of an
SMTP-based e-mail exchange, each peer must mutually identify itself prior to actually exchanging the mail payload, even
though accomplishing this name exchange early is not fundamental to the process of delivering e-mail. At least six roundtrips are generally required: 2 for TCP open and close, one for
the HELO exchange, one for the RCPT TO exchange, one for
the MAIL FROM exchange, and one for the actual data transfer. Clearly, such a protocol could be made more efficient by
collecting together the meta-data at connection establishment.
The delivery semantics of electronic mail appear to be
mostly reliable delivery with likely failure notification. Electronic mail can fail to be delivered due to mis-addressing, persistent lack of intermediate or end-node storage, failure of
underlying transport protocols or enforcement of policies on
content (e.g. content filtering or size restrictions). When delivery succeeds, end-to-end acknowledgments are generally not
provided. Upon failure, the original message and accumulated
errors are generally returned to the sender, possibly with additional information supplied to a third party. While this diagnostic information is extremely useful, the end-user typically
has little ability to influence to whom it is directed.
Although un-enhanced electronic mail fails to completely
solve connectivity and interoperability problems across challenged networks, it does provide a significant number of useful
features. In particular, flexible naming, asynchronous message-based operation, and in-band error reporting are particularly useful.

provided by the Internet architecture, in combination with
common application development practices. In particular, certain properties of the operational environment in which these
networks exist seem insurmountable. Disconnected paths, limited-capability/longevity end devices with potentially specialized protocol stacks, and unusual routing (including
predictable or periodic connections) appears to preclude the
use of conventional reliable transports such as TCP which
depend on end-to-end retransmissions for reliability because a
complete forward or reverse may not ever be available. Even
with PEPs or boosters, which can improve performance for
various circumstances, the end-to-end continuous connectivity
Internet service model seems poorly matched to the types of
operating environments discussed here, and suggests some
alternatives should be explored.
Most of the problems outlined above are a consequence of a
reliable data delivery scheme based on end-to-end retransmission, which is tied closely to Internet’s idea of fate sharing.
Fate sharing suggests that per-connection state should remain
only in end-stations, because a failure of one of them would
presumably render the data connection essentially useless. In
many challenged environments, some of the base operating
assumptions are different. For example, it may be quite useful
to allow a node to “hand off” its end-node connection state to
another node if it has other tasks to accomplish, particularly if
it is power or memory limited. Doing so would not violate fate
sharing entirely (per connection state would not be required in
all intermediate nodes), but would represent a somewhat different fate sharing behavior than is implemented in the current
Internet.
Using the proxy approach, but without a common protocol
to interconnect them, introduces a number of disadvantages as
discussed above. In addition, deploying proxies that lack a
routing function fails to provide a general-purpose network
communication capability and is unlikely to support transit
through challenged networks. In particular, without routing
support, proxies only provide protocol translation and their
existence must be discovered out of band. Without some common architecture for them, no communication service can be
built consistently, as no common set of underlying system
capabilities can be assumed. For these reasons, we believe a
new standard architecture and set of protocol features, able to
operate under poor conditions such as frequent disconnection
and long latencies, is required for any approach based on proxies.
Given the assumptions, the most desirable type of framework for supporting challenged networks would appear to be a
network service providing a sort of least common denominator
interface: non-interactive messaging. Based on experience
with the Internet, we conclude the system should combine
some overlay routing capability such as is present in peer-topeer systems with the delay-tolerant and disconnection-tolerant
properties of electronic mail. If implemented at the application
layer (in the form of a proxy), such a system could conceivably
provide a gateway function between dissimilar networks.
These together motivate the articulation of a new architecture,
which we now discuss.

E. Discussion

In consideration of using the existing Internet protocols as a
basis for interconnecting challenged networks, we encounter
problems due to a mismatch of the fundamental abstraction
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FIGURE 1. DTN gateways interconnect regions running potentially
dissimilar protocol stacks. By operating above the transport protocols in
use on the incident networks, they provide virtual message switching, in-network retransmission, and
name mapping, allowing the use of globally-interoperable names to be mapped to region-local names as
required by the adjacent regions’ delivery semantics.

IV. A Delay Tolerant Message-Oriented Overlay
Architecture
The architecture proposed here for interoperability between
and among challenged networks is called the delay tolerant
networking architecture (DTN), and is based on an abstraction
of message switching. Message aggregates are known as “bundles” and are adopted from [IPN01]. The routers that handle
them are called “bundle forwarders” or DTN gateways.
The abstraction of moderate-length message delivery for
non-interactive traffic can provide benefits over packet switching from the network management point of view because it
allows the network’s path selection and scheduling functions to
have a-priori knowledge about the size and performance
requirements of requested data transfers. Although virtual circuits also share some of these properties, the need to pre-establish network state end-to-end in such systems is considered an
inappropriate match for the link characteristics assumed here.
While optimal solutions to these scheduling/routing problems
are not easily computed for networks with intermittent connectivity, some heuristics are known and can likely be taken
advantage of given some knowledge of the traffic request
matrix and available network capacity. Without a message-oriented network architecture, communication capacity requirements cannot generally be known in advance (i.e. if data
communications is accomplished by streams that lack message
boundaries).
A message-based application interface also tends to favor a
split-phase programming style using asynchronous I/O, thus
limiting an application’s expectation of short request/response
interaction times typical of blocking API calls (e.g. in remote
procedure calls or method invocations). This influence on program structuring is beneficial to enhance the overall system’s
robustness to high delay; programs can continue performing
other useful tasks while awaiting lengthy client/server interactions.

As an “overlay” architecture, DTN is intended to operate
above the existing protocol stacks in various network architectures and provide a gateway function between them when a
node physically touches two or more dissimilar networks. For
example, within the Internet the overlay may operate over
TCP/IP or SCTP/IP, but may provide a gateway service to
CFDP [CFDP02] for space links, or to some yet-to-be-standardized sensor transport protocol for sensor/actuator networks. Each of these networking environments have their own
specialized protocol stacks and naming semantics developed
for their particular application domain. Achieving interoperability between them is accomplished by special DTN gateways
located at their interconnection points.
A. Regions and DTN Gateways

The DTN architecture includes the concepts of regions and
DTN gateways, as illustrated in Figure 1. In this example, four
regions are illustrated (A, B, C, D). Region B includes a DTN
gateway resident on a commuter bus that cycles between DTN
gateways 3 and 5. Region D includes a low-earth-orbiting satellite link (LEO) that also provides periodic connectivity
(albeit perhaps more regular than the bus which may be subject
to vehicular congestion or other delays).
Region boundaries are used as interconnection points
between dissimilar network protocol and addressing families.
More formally, two nodes are in the same region if they can
communication without using DTN gateways (generally using
existing protocols local to the containing region). We expect a
small number of region types (e.g. Internet-like, ad-hoc
mobile, periodic disconnected, etc.) may evolve and each
instance of the same type will implement a similar stack of
underlying protocols. DTN gateways correspond to both the
Metanet “waypoint” concept in [W97] and also to the definition of gateways described in the original ARPANET design
[CK74]. The waypoint concept describes a point through
which data must pass in order to gain entry to a region. This
point can serve as a basis for both translation (between region-
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() - indicates the names of options required for specific services
Y - indicates the option provides the service directly

TABLE 1. The US Postal Service Class of Service Offerings. As a basis for a network CoS offering, priorities (low,
medium, high), return-receipt, and delivery record are compelling capabilities. The service of careful handling,
conceptually similar to reliable delivery, represents another very useful service.
specific encodings) as well as a point to enforce policy and
The second portion identifies a name resolvable within the
control.
specified region and need not be unique outside the region. As
illustrated in the figure, it may be of arbitrary structure and
A DTN gateway spanning two regions consists logically of
may contain special indications resolvable in the origin or destwo “halves,” each half in one of the adjacent regions above
tination regions. In the case of the Internet, for example, we
their corresponding transport protocols, analogous to ARPAcould have the following tuple:
NET-style gateways structured above specific link layer proto{internet.icann.int, “http://www.ietf.org/oview.html”}
cols. In operating above the transport layer, however, DTN
gateways differ from ARPANET gateways and are instead
This tuple would refer to the Internet region (in some yet-tofocused on reliable message routing instead of best-effort
be-defined region hierarchy), along with an Internet-specific
packet switching. DTN gateways are responsible for storing
local identifier (in this case, a Universal Resource Identifier or
messages in nonvolatile storage when reliable delivery is
URI; see [RFC3305] for more details).
required and mapping between differing transports by resolving globally-significant name tuples to locally-resolvable
As a message transits across a (potentially long and heteronames for traffic destined internally to an adjacent region (see
geneous collection of regions), only its region identifier is used
following section). They also perform security checks on
for routing. Upon reaching the edge of the destination region,
arriving traffic to ensure forwarding is to be allowed.
the entity name information is locally-interpreted, and translated if necessary, into a protocol-standard name (or address)
B. Name Tuples
appropriate to the containing region. This method of resolving
names results in a form of late binding for tuples in which only
For routing of DTN messages, we elect to use identifiers for
the portion of the tuple immediately needed for message forobjects or groups of objects called name tuples comprising two
warding (the region portion) is used by DTN forwarders. By
variable length portions. In Figure1, the DTN name tuple(s)
not imposing any particular fixed structure on the second porfor each end point and each router “half” is illustrated in curly
tion of a tuple, any reasonable naming scheme can be easily
braces in the form {Region Name, Entity Name }. The first
accommodated, even unusual ones (e.g. treating only sensor
portion is a globally-unique, hierarchically structured region
aggregates as endpoints as in [H01]). The concept of late bindname. It has topological significance: it is interpreted by DTN
ing has been used in other systems. For example in
forwarders to find the path(s) to one or more DTN gateways at
[WSBL99], it is used primarily for supporting anycast where a
the edge of the specified region. It is populated into DTN forlocation-independent service discovery operation is desired.
warding tables either statically (by a network administrator), or
by one or more dynamic DTN-layer routing protocols (which
Late binding of tuples in DTN differs from the DNS-style
could be computed centrally for a region, for example). A
Internet naming and addressing which requires one or more
region name’s hierarchical structure provides the ability to
DNS transactions to complete prior to the start of an Internet
reduce the size of DTN forwarding tables in a fashion similar
end-to-end conversation. For challenged networks, the need to
to the Internet’s route aggregation in CIDR [RFC2519], yet
consult a name-to-address mapping that may be resident only
allows for additional flexibility due to the variable-length subin the destination region seems impractical given potentially
strings allowed between the hierarchy delimiters. Note that
large end-to-end delays. While it could be argued the DNS
despite their similar appearance to DNS names, region names
naming structure can possibly be separated from its implemenneed not necessarily be resolved to any form of address or
tation (thereby eliminating the request/response round-trip
resolved in a distributed hierarchy as DNS names are.
required to execute the DNS distributed database access), the
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DNS structure does not have any explicit method for handling
completely opaque naming data or late binding.
The choice of adopting names rather than addresses as the
basis for identifying objects derives from an observation of
recent trends in the operation of the Internet. The Internet
design makes frequent reference to resource sharing as enabled
by a (distributed) interprocess control mechanism. Addressing
is used for routing and referring to a computational resource
(i.e. server), and naming is applied to make the addressing easier for humans. Today’s Internet includes objects such as
search engines and page caches which are used extensively. In
many cases, a name (in the form of a URL or URI web
address) effectively refers to a query for data rather than identification of a particular end-system computational resource.
Although the DNS/addressing approach results in greater
forwarding efficiency at IP routers (no per-hop name resolution is required), we do not consider the need to perform a peroverlay-hop string lookup detrimental to our approach, as the
entire design is not focused on high speed. Indeed, the tuple
structure could imply more than two indirect lookups to ultimately determine an endpoint: one in order to resolve the
region identifier to a valid local next-hop, and a second lookup
to resolve the region-specific data to a valid next-hop or aggregate set address within the specified region. Importantly, however, such queries should be local to a router (given a
reasonable DTN routing protocol), and not require a complete
end-to-end name resolution transaction.
C. A Postal Class of Service

The notion of a challenged network inherently implies a
limitation on various resources. Priority-based resource allocation is therefore important to adopt in the overall model, but
care must be taken to avoid so burdensome a class of service
architecture as to have it be unimplementable or confusing to
users in many cases. The approach taken here is to adopt a
subset of the types of services provided by the US Postal Service. This system has evolved to meet the needs of millions of
users exchanging non-interactive traffic and has the added benefit of already being reasonably familiar to most users. As
such, it seems a highly compelling starting point for considering the classes of service to be offered by a primarily non-interactive networking architecture.
Over its roughly 230 year history, the Post Office Department (and the modern US Postal System of the last half-century) has developed a remarkable class of service offering
associated with the seemingly straightforward service of mail
delivery. In addition to the basic delivery categories of firstclass, priority, express mail, parcel post and “bound printed
matter”, Table1 above indicates the various special delivery
options and the nature of the services they are designed to provide. In this table, the first column indicates the name of the
option and possibly its abbreviation, and the first row indicates
the intended service. The entries in the matrix indicate if the
service is directly supported by the option (indicated as “Y”),
or whether it is available only in combination with some other
option (indicated parenthetically). Empty entries in the matrix
indicate a lack of support for the service using the corresponding option.
As can be seen from the table, some combinations of
options are not supported, whereas other options have mutual
interdependence. The complexity of this system seems too

great as a basis for a network class of service offering, as several of the options are not directly applicable to a data network
(e.g. air delivery) or are tied to financial considerations that are
considered to be out of scope for the DTN design (e.g. insurance or “moves money”). In a distilled form, however, the following core services seem to be attractive due to their coarse
granularity and intuitive character: low, ordinary, and high priority delivery; notifications of mailing, delivery to the receiver
(return receipt), and route taken (delivery record). The model
is extended with the option of reliable delivery (somewhat akin
to careful handling), and messages requiring this service are
handled somewhat differently by the routing system in that
they require persistent storage and a custody transfer at each
routing hop (see SectionIV.E.).
Class of Service indications are used within DTN for the
allocation of buffering, link capacity, and possibly processing
time or power. They are also used in resolving network congestion (see section SectionIV.I.)
D. Path Selection and Scheduling

The DTN architecture is targeted at networks where an endto-end routing path cannot be assumed to exist. Rather, routes
are comprised of a cascade of time-dependent contacts (communication opportunities) used to move messages from their
origins toward their destinations. Contacts are parameterized
by their start and end times (relative to the source), capacity,
latency, endpoints, and direction. In addition, a measure of a
contact’s predictability can help to choose next-hop forwarders
for message routing as well as select the next message to be
sent. The predictability of a route exists on a continuum ranging from completely predictable (e.g. wired connection or a
periodic connection whose phase and frequency are wellknown) to completely unpredicted (an “opportunistic” contact
in which a mobile message router has come into communication range with another DTN node). Note that the measure of a
contact’s predictability is sensitive to its direction. For example, a dial-up connection may be completely predictable from
the initiator’s point of view while being completely unpredicted from the callee’s point of view.
Given the message-oriented nature of the system, it is conceivable to ascertain, prior to transport, the set of routing
requirements and link capacities that will be available and
solve a multicommodity flow optimization problem to obtain
the optimal assignment of messages to paths and transmission
times. This problem, however, is made more difficult than the
traditional multicommodity flow problem due to the temporal
nature of the topology graph (edges come and go according to
schedules that may be known in advance) and the non-negligible edge transit times. Problems of this kind are nearly universally NP-hard (they fall into a class of flows over time
optimization problems [KMS02]), but some approximation
techniques are known. In any case, by matching pending messages to network capacity, we believe more sophisticated path
selection algorithms beyond shortest path may allow for the
approximately-optimal use of multiple delivery paths simultaneously.
The particular details of path selection and message scheduling are expected to be heavily influenced by region-specific
routing protocols and algorithms. At this relatively early stage
of DTN development, several challenging problems have been
identified: determination of the existence and predictability of
contacts, obtaining knowledge of the state of pending messages
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given assumptions of high delay, and the problem of efficiently
assigning messages to contacts and determining their transmission order. While very simple (e.g. greedy) heuristics for these
problems can be implemented without excessive problems,
each issue represents a significant challenge and remains as
future work.
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E. Custody Transfer and Reliability Semantics

Sockets

The DTN architecture includes two distinct types of message routing nodes: persistent (P) and non-persistent (NP). P
nodes are assumed to contain nontrivial amounts of persistent
message store, and NP nodes are not. Unless they are unable
or unwilling to store a particular message, P nodes generally
participate in custody transfer using the appropriate transport
protocol(s) of the containing region. A custody transfer refers
to the acknowledged delivery of a message from one DTN hop
to the next and the corresponding passing of reliable delivery
responsibility. Custody transfer is akin to delegating responsibility for delivering postal mail to a person or service who
promises to do so.
The custody transfer concept is fundamental to the architecture in order to combat potentially high loss rates and to relieve
potentially resource-poor end nodes from responsibilities
related to maintaining end-to-end connection state. In particular, end-nodes do not ordinarily need to keep a copy of data
that has been custodially transferred to a DTN next hop. For
end nodes insisting on an end-to-end acknowledgment, a
“delivery confirmation” may be optionally requested, although
what to do with this indication is left to the requesting application. It may employ its own retransmission techniques if
desired.
In contemplating a change from end-to-end reliable delivery
semantics to a hop-by-hop reliability approach (with end-toend notification), we may ask whether a qualitatively different
type of reliability is being provided. We believe that the custody transfer mechanism is no less reliable than using typical
end-to-end reliability, and that the provision of the end-to-end
optional acknowledgment is consistent with the end-to-end
principle---that only the applications truly know what they
require. Indeed, custody transfer can be viewed as a performance optimization for end-to-end reliability, again consistent
with the end-to-end principle.
F. Protocol Translation and Convergence Layers

The facilities provided by the transport protocols in use
within the regions containing a DTN P node may vary significantly. For example, any transport protocol may or may not
offer the following: reliable delivery, connections (with indications of connection failure), flow control, congestion control,
and message boundaries. As the bundle forwarding function
assumes an underlying reliable delivery capability with message boundaries when performing custody transfer, transport
protocols lacking these features must be appropriately augmented. Figure2 illustrates the implementation structure for a
bundle forwarder, including a number of transport-protocolspecific convergence layers used to add reliability, message
boundaries, and other features above those transport protocols
requiring augmentation. (Note that TCP in the Internet
requires augmentation due to its lack of message boundaries; a
convergence layer for SCTP would likely be minimal and not
require such augmentation). The design and implementation
details of convergence layers is specific to the transport proto-
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FIGURE 2. Structure of a DTN forwarder. Multiple
convergence layers, one per protocol stack, provide a
common interface to the message scheduler/forwarder.
cols being augmented, and are therefore beyond the scope of
this paper.
In cases where reliable delivery is provided by an underlying transport, a bundle forwarder need only manage connection
state and initiate restarts if a connection is lost. In the case of
connection-oriented protocols, detection of a lost connection is
generally provided through the application interface (via signals or other errors using the socket interface, for example). In
cases where no direct support is provided for detecting failures,
the bundle forwarding function may set a coarse-grained timer
to re-start message transfers should it be concluded they have
failed. This is designed as a fallback measure in cases of
underlying communication failure, and is not expected to be an
especially efficient mechanism for initiating retransmission.
Setting the coarse-grain retransmission timer will vary
depending on the details of the containing region, and thus represents a certain form of layer violation in which the overlay
“network” layer is able to be sensitive to underlying “physical”
layer properties. In challenged networks, knowledge of some
path properties at the forwarding layer appears to be very useful in selecting error control policy. In space communications,
for example, communication opportunities and approximate
path delays may be known ahead of time due to planetary
dynamics. In other cases, alternative means (e.g. based on geographic location coupled with knowledge of the intermediate
communications media) may give reasonable loose bounds on
what values to use for the timer. Note that given the often-disconnected state of the network, we cannot generally rely on
TCP-like estimates of the current end-to-end round-trip time as
a basis for setting retransmission timeouts.
G. Time Synchronization

The DTN architecture requires a level of time synchronization between communicating parties. For the purposes of simple forwarding, time synchronization may be loose, as the time
is used only to garbage collect messages which have exceeded
their source-specified expiration times. For most circumstances, however, there are several benefits from imposing a
more stringent constraint on time synchronization---on the
order of one millisecond. The requirement stems from the
observation that synchronized timing is needed by many distributed applications used in challenged environments and is
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required by the DTN’s approach to scheduling, path selection,
and congestion management. Although more burdensome than
time synchronization requirements on the Internet (which are
essentially nonexistent), we believe the problem of time synchronization is not so difficult to solve as to make optional.
Protocols such as NTP [NTP3] have provided 1ms accurate
time synchronization (or better) within the Internet for years,
and most existing networks for extreme environments already
provide some (often out-of-band) means for obtaining accurate
time.
The need for time synchronization is based on several features common to many challenged environments. First, challenged networks are often used to communicate with devices
deployed in remote and possibly hostile locations. Such instruments often collect data and/or position as a function of time
and need to be controlled. While the DTN architecture does
not strive to support real-time control loops, it does aim to provide a mechanism to deliver pre-programmed control instructions to be executed at reasonably precise future points in time.
Without time synchronization, post-facto data analysis and preprogrammed control is made considerably more difficult and
unreliable. For bundle routing, synchronized time is used to
remove pending messages from the delivery system when they
expire. This feature does not require especially accurate synchronized time, but deviations of more than a few minutes
could prove to be problematic.

routers need cache per-user certificates, and then only for adjacent users. Non-edge “core” routers can rely on the authentication of upstream routers to verify the authenticity of messages.
We believe this approach will help to improve the scalability of
key management for these networks, as it will limit the number
of cached public key certificates to a function of the number of
adjacent routers rather than the number of end-users. This
should provide both the obvious advantage of space savings,
but also an improvement to system management as router keys
are expected to be changed less frequently than end-user keys.
As DTN routers are likely to be deployed in remote areas, rekeying operations may be a comparatively burdensome system
management tasks, so limiting the number and frequency of
certificate updates should provide additional savings.
The current approach is partially susceptible to compromised routers. If an otherwise-legitimate router is compromised, it would be able to utilize network resources at an
arbitrary CoS setting and send traffic purportedly originating
from any user who’s identity is known to the router. However,
if the message signature is carried end-to-end (an option for
DTN security), a legitimate user could repudiate the origin of
any traffic generated in this manner. Thus, we believe a reasonable trade-off is to admit the possibility that a compromised
router could launch a denial-of-service attack in order to gain
the scalability benefits of not checking end-user credentials at
every hop.

H. Security

I. Congestion and Flow Control

The security model for the DTN architecture differs somewhat from traditional network security models in that the set of
participants includes the network routers (i.e. DTN forwarders)
themselves in addition to the principals. Most security
approaches involve the mutual authentication and private
exchange of data between two network users, leaving the intervening network as a non-participant. In the DTN case, we are
more interested in verifiable access to the carriage of traffic at
a particular class of service and want to avoid carrying traffic
potentially long distances that is later found to be prohibited.

As a form of hop-by-hop architecture, flow control and congestion control for DTN are closely related. Flow control in
this context refers to limiting the sending rate of a DTN forwarder to its next hop. Congestion control refers to the handling of contention for the persistent storage at a DTN
forwarder. It is especially difficult when messages request custody transfer, as accepting custody of a message corresponds to
a promise to ensure its delivery with high probability.

To implement the security model, each message includes an
immutable “postage stamp” (a type of capability) containing a
verifiable identity of the sender (or role), an approval (and
approving authority) of the requested class of service (CoS)
associated with the message, and other conventional cryptographic material to verify accuracy of the message content.
Routers check credentials at each DTN hop, and discard traffic
as early as possible if authentication fails. This approach has
the associated benefit of making denial-of-service attacks considerably harder to mount as compared with conventional
Internet routers.

For implementation of flow control, a DTN forwarder will
attempt to take advantage of whatever flow control mechanism
is present in the underlying region-local transport protocols.
For most mature networks, some such mechanism exists
already (e.g. TCP, X.25, RTS/CTS, XON/XOFF, explicit
admission/rate control, etc). For other networks where such
mechanisms are still being developed, region-specific mechanisms may be constructed in the DTN forwarders’ convergence
layers. Doing so is (naturally) region-specific, and is beyond
the scope of this paper. In any case, the uppermost functions of
a DTN forwarder generally assume the existence of flow control, so some such mechanism must be present to ensure reliable message delivery.

The current approach uses public key cryptography as a
starting point for keying. Routers and principals are issued
public/private keypairs, and a principal sending a message
must obtain a signed copy of its public key from a certificate
authority known to DTN forwarders. (All routers are assumed
to be pre-equipped with copies of one or more certificate
authority public keys and their own public/private key pairs).
A user then presents her signed public key along with a message to be carried signed using her private key. At the first
DTN router, the signed public key is used to validate the
sender and requested CoS against an access control list stored
in the router. Accepted messages are then re-signed in the key
of the router for transit. Using this approach, only first-hop

DTN congestion control is especially difficult to implement
as compared to other aspects of the architecture because of two
features: contacts may not arrive for some time in the future
(so accumulated data may not have an opportunity to drain in
the immediate future), and received messages for which custody has been accepted cannot be discarded except under
extreme circumstances or on expiration. The current approach
uses a priority queue for allocating custody storage. First, messages that are too large are denied custody transfer. Next, messages are spooled FCFS based on priority. Two potential
problems that arise include a form of priority invesion (arriving
higher-priority messages may not have custody storage available if lower-priority messages arriving earlier have been cus-
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todially received) and head-of-line blocking. The blocking
can arise when a DTN forwarder accepts custody for messages
that are outgoing on a contact that has not yet begun, but is also
the next hop for messages to a currently-available contact that
does not require custody transfer. In such a case, the persistent
storage in the node may be completely consumed by the pending messages, thereby preventing the non-custody messages
from transiting.
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The mechanisms available to deal with congestion may be
proactive or reactive. Proactive methods generally involve
some form of admission control, to avoid the onset of congestion in the first place. In many cases, a single region may be
under the administrative control of a single entity, and this
approach may be practical. In addition, any messages who
have met their expiration times can be safely discarded. If proactive methods are insufficient or unavailable, reactive means
must be used which usually result in degraded performance.
For DTN, the possibilities include reserving buffer space as a
function of CoS, rejecting incoming connections for new messages when buffer space is full, arranging for custody transfers
to other potential custodians that may not be the most desirable
next hop (a form of hot potato routing) and discarding non-custody bundles in favor of any bundles requiring custody transfers. In unusual and dire circumstances, a facility for removing
bundles requiring custody may be available, but removing such
information is to be avoided if at all possible, as deleting reliable bundles would be considered a system fault.

V. Application Interface
As described, the DTN architecture is built as an overlay
network using messages as the primary unit of data interchange. Applications making use of the architecture must be
careful not to expect timely responses and must generally be
capable of operating in a regime where a request/response turnaround time exceeds the expected longevity of the client and
server processes. In addition, applications must be prepared to
handle the creation and manipulation of name tuples and their
registrations (for demultiplexing received messages), class of
service specifiers, and authentication information.
Bundle forwarders must implement the application interface, along with bundle routing and forwarding functionality,
persistent message storage facilities, time synchronization and
transport protocol convergence layers. The application interface is non-blocking, and involves registration and callback
functions between bundle-based applications and the local
bundle forwarding agent. Registration data is persistent, and
bundle meta-data is handled with database semantics. Generally speaking, all bundle applications should be structured to
operate without trouble in the face of reboots or network partitioning as much as possible.

VI. Implementation Experience
A prototype DTN system has been developed under the
Linux operating system, which implements the application
interface, rudimentary bundle forwarding across scheduled and
“always on” connections, detection of new and lost contacts,
and two convergence layers (for TCP/IP as well as a bundlebased proxy to the Berkeley mote network [H00]). The DTN
bundle forwarder, as illustrated in Figure2 above, comprises
about 22k lines of C program code, and currently makes use of
the Sun RPC library to interface with applications, and Sleepy-
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FIGURE 3. Illustration of the prototype test
environment. No end-to-end path ever exists between
the display applications and data collectors (motes and
camera). Relays know schedule of contact opportunities
and route messages reliable toward user, splitting the
message transfer across contacts if necessary..
CatTM data management software for persistent storage of message meta-data. 2 The prototype has been used as a proof-ofconcept of the overall architecture, and also to show the general utility of the non-interactive reliable messaging service it
provides.
Figure3 illustrates the topology used in several experiments. The solid-line links are always connected, and the dotted lines indicate intermittent links. The intermittent links are
periodic and out of phase with respect to each other so no endto-end path between the rovers and workstation is ever present.
Data is sourced either from the motes near Rover 1 or from the
camera attached to Rover 2. The motes are small battery-powered computers equipped with a radio and interface connector
supporting a wide array of sensors. In this case, light level
readings are sent to Rover 1, where a DTN agent encapsulates
the readings into DTN messages (using a mote proxy located in
the agent’s convergence layer) and delivers them through the
DTN network to a mote application on the user’s workstation.
This configuration allows for sensor readings to accumulate
without being lost even during periods of disconnection.
The camera is driven by a simple image capture application
in combination with a DTN-compatible implementation of the
CFDP file transfer program. CFDP is a standardized file transfer system used by the space community for moving files
between and among Earth and space assets. In the conventional version of CFDP, all responsibility for reliable delivery
and routing is implemented within CFDP itself, and these facilities are not made available to any other co-located applications. In this example, where the CFDP application is able to
use the underlying DTN facilities, its implementation is made
significantly less complex, and the file transfer facilities are
made common to any applications requesting it.
The results from the experiments to date are primarily qualitative, and tend to support our expectations of the capabilities
of the architecture. In the configuration of Figure3, the primary contributing factor to end-to-end latency is the amount of
time the relays must wait for contacts to become available (as
2. RPC is may be (optionally) used between an application host and a nearby
bundle forwarder if end-node resources are limited and the path between
application and forwarder is of reasonable performance.
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expected). When the contacts are allowed to be always available, the primary latency arises from the file system access
when writing meta-data (using SleepyCat) or message data
directly. In the example, all routers are single-board systems
where the persistent storage is implemented in comparatively
slow flash memory. Thus for small-sized messages (typical of
the mote application and CFDP in its default configuration),
comparatively high overhead is experienced. The problem is
ameliorated by opting for larger message sizes, or utilizing a
type of persistent memory with a lower I/O fixed cost than
flash (e.g. compact flash form factor hard drives).

VII. Related Work
The DTN architecture is based most closely on work that
originated with the Interplanetary Internet [IPN01] design. It
represents a significant evolution from the previous work in the
following areas: the types of network paths/connections has
been generalized to include unpredictable contacts, the formalization of convergence layers for different network stacks has
been created, the security model has been more carefully
defined, the class of service model has been simplified and the
notion of some payment unit for transport has been removed.
Furthermore, any “space environment”-dependent features of
the architecture have been excised in favor of more general
mechanisms.
With respect to routing in frequently-disconnected networks, a number of recent efforts have arisen. In ZebraNet
[JOW02], wireless sensor nodes (attached to animals) collect
location data and opportunistically report their histories when
they come in radio range of base stations. They explore the
case of mobile base stations and sensor devices and the use of
two flooding-based routing protocols. In DataMules
[SRJB03], low-power sensor nodes can save power if periodically visited by a “mule” that periodically travels among them
and provides a non-interactive message store-and-forward service. In these two efforts plus that of Vahdat [VB00], device
(animal) mobility models are employed to predict the ability of
partially connected networks to deliver data eventually. A
large body of earlier work [P01] focuses on running IP over
mobile ad-hoc networks, relying primarily on reactive protocols which supply routes only after a message is sent. DTN
capabilities could be used in conjunction with such facilities
during periods of disconnection.
The use of late binding for names in DTN is shared with,
although not directly based upon, the work on Intentional
Naming [WSBL99]. Here, names represent a form of query
and are used specifically for anycast in order to locate nearby
network services. Routing based on names is shared, to some
degree, with Internet Content Routing [GC01]. This work
focuses on using routing on names to provide a content distribution facility for the Internet, addressing its scalability and
performance. It does not use two separate name components
as in DTN, but does suggest the viability of the name-based
routing mechanism. The generality of the entity portion of
names is influenced by [H01], where database-like queries are
effectively used as addresses for groups of sensor nodes.
The architectural thinking regarding interoperability and
layering is guided by principles of the ARPANET/Internet
[CK74,C88]. DTN gateways operate in many ways similar to
Internet routers, but are adapted to use in high-delay and disconnected environments.

VIII. Conclusion
The DTN architecture aims to address the desire to provide
interoperable communications between and among a wide
range of networks which may have exceptionally poor and disparate performance characteristics. The design embraces the
notions of message switching with in-network retransmission,
late-binding of names, and routing tolerant of network partitioning to construct a system better suited to operations in challenged environments than most other existing network
architectures, particularly today’s TCP/IP based Internet.
The architecture represents a generalization of the Interplanetary Internet architecture to challenged networks other than
space. The previous work was closely tied to issues of deep
space communications in particular, but contributed many key
ideas toward the development of a networking architecture
applicable for challenged internetworks more generally. The
design also derives in part from some interesting trends in the
Internet: a move toward content-based naming, creation of
administrative “regions”, and alternative routing structures
(e.g. network overlays).
The proposed DTN architecture advocates a change to the
basic service model and system interface most Internet-style
applications have become accustomed to, motivated by the
exceptionally poor performance present in some networks.
This is a comparatively radical approach; other approaches aim
to “repair” underlying link performance problems or alter limited portions of the Internet architecture, such as routing, with
additional protocols in an effort to keep the current service
model and existing TCP/IP based protocols constant. Because
it provides a different type of network service than Internet, the
DTN design makes a different set of choices in the architectural design space: messages versus packets, a form of hop-byhop reliability and security versus end-to-end, name based
routing versus address based routing, and a routing abstraction
of partially-connected rather than fully-connected network
graph. Interestingly, DTN can be overlaid upon the TCP/IP
based Internet easily, and therefore remains compatible. This
is not the most interesting case, however, as its strength lies in
its ability to tie together dramatically different types of networks with unusual connectivity properties. As such, in some
ways it makes more limited assumptions on the underlying
protocol layers than IP does upon its underlying link layers.
Only time will tell what application interfaces and service
semantics will most appropriately match applications to challenged networks, but we believe the DTN architecture puts
forth several design decisions worthy of consideration. In
addition, we believe it is timely to consider a very broad range
of network characteristics in formulating a new network architecture, as it appears likely an ever increasing number of these
features will have to be dealt with.
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